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Introduction
Welcome to our Annual
Review which highlights the
achievements and impact
of High Peak CVS in what
has been an uncertain
year, with the backdrop
of the Comprehensive
Spending Review and the
threat of public sector cuts

directly affecting voluntary
groups. To their credit the
statutory bodies covering
the High Peak honoured their
commitment to the voluntary
sector, which shows the
value they place on the
sector’s contribution to the
community.

Message from the Chair
Our former chair Mike
Crompton had to stand down,
due to work pressures, but we
do still have him as a trustee,
and continue to value his
wisdom, and also his wicked
sense of humour!
I stepped up to the position
of Chair with trepidation, as
we in the voluntary sector
have entered a period of
uncertainty, with continued
concerns around funding. We
face the necessity to plan for
changes in the future.
We will continue to talk to
two of our partners in the
voluntary sector with the
hope of achieving a merger,
which will reduce costs overall,
but will sustain the services
currently offered by all three
organisations.

This year we have sold Digital
Umbrella, and we have a
reduced workforce as a result.
We miss our Chief Executive
Kevin Skingsley, who has taken
voluntary redundancy, and
we warmly welcomed Nigel
Caldwell as our new General
Manager. We made some
necessary reductions in ‘back
office’ hours, but our loyal
and wonderful staff continue
to maintain the very high
standard of service for which
High Peak CVS is known.
Aware that no organisation
can stand still, my fellow
trustees and I look forward to
the future with optimism.
Joy Brown
Chair of Trustees
High Peak CVS

Research by Sheffield Hallam
University showed that in
Derbyshire there are an
estimated 5000 voluntary
groups and 106,000 volunteers
who provide a total of
175,000 hours per week to
improve the quality of life in
their communities. High Peak
certainly does its share and we
are proud to be at the heart
of it providing CVS support to
make the groups’ efforts even
more effective.
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Message from the General Manager
In many ways the year was
challenging but the dedicated
and skilled staff of High Peak
CVS were still able to deliver
a wide range of valuable
support to voluntary groups
including information, training,
funding advice, development
support, the community
print service, representation
and liaison. Feedback from
groups suggest these are
highly valued services and
an essential part of the fabric
of a thriving Voluntary and
Community Sector.
Sustainability is a much used
word, but is a hard concept
to deliver and the Board
and staff have had to face
up to tough decisions about
planning a way forward that
could maintain the CVS role

in promoting and supporting
a thriving sector. At the end of
the year our Chief Executive,
Kevin Skingsley took voluntary
redundancy after nine years
at the helm, during which time
the CVS has grown from an
idea to a much respected
and pioneering charity. We
are all grateful for his positive
contribution and wish him well
in his future activities. All at CVS
are committed to maintaining
the high standards of work and
delivering services that really
make a difference in our local
communities.
We are significantly aided in
this endeavor by an informed
and committed Board.
Nigel Caldwell
General Manager

Overview of the Year 2010/2011:
Our key highlights this year:
■ We received national recognition for our video,
‘Great Goal Tackling Rural Poverty’ a short film
which highlighted our work with Gamesley
Villa Football Club. We received many positive
comments, such as:
“I think it’s probably the best demonstration of
CVS impact that I have ever seen”
- Laura Smith, Sustainable Funding Manager,
Sustainable Funding Team, NCVO
“Apart from highlighting the often hidden
problems of rural poverty, I was much impressed
that your CVS has been able to demonstrate
your impact so clearly” – Baroness Eaton DBE DL
■ We were also runners-up in the National Tackling
Poverty Award after submitting a video featuring
the work and impact of the Small Group Project
with three local groups; GLOSS, Project Earth and
Buxton Luncheon Club, available at
www.highpeakcvs.org.uk/video/
SGPCommunityLinks.asp.

■ We embarked on the Partnership
Impact Evaluation Project where
interviews with local groups are
carried out independently and
groups are asked to comment on the
impact of our work. The initial findings
of this project are very positive.
■ We retained a surplus on unrestricted
reserves of £169,703 (of which
£155,602 finances fixed assets). Free
unrestricted reserves available in
the short term is £14,101; prior year
£187,308 (of which £161,223 financed
fixed assets).
■ We sold Digital Umbrella to ESP
Projects Limited, an ICT Social
Enterprise with a modest return to
High Peak CVS and a substantial
reduction in financial risk to the
Charity.
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Working in partnership locally, regionally and nationally
We continued to develop a
constructive dialogue with
statutory partners about
investing in the community and
voluntary sector, particularly in
the light of reduced funding
and we demonstrated that
High Peak CVS is valued as a
strategic partner.
We held a series of strategic
sessions with members
including; Chairing an All
Parliamentary Election Debate
for the Voluntary Sector, hosting
a members meeting in May,
titled ‘Funding Your Future’
and our AGM in October 2010
incorporated a Conference

focussing on Surviving and
Thriving.
These events confronted
the challenges of the
Comprehensive Spending
Review and the AGM
especially benefitted from
the input of two high profile
national speakers from NCVO.
We worked alongside the local
MP’s office to run a Funders
Fair for local charities and
community groups.
We embarked on the
Partnership Impact Evaluation
project alongside Derbyshire
Dales CVS and Rural Action
Derbyshire.

Development Work
Development Work is at the
heart of how High Peak CVS
carries out its aims, and the
team in the Small Groups,
Sustain and Arts development
projects have all worked hard
to improve the quality and
increase the capacity of the
VCS groups in High Peak. As
a team we can offer generic
and specialist support on all
aspects of setting up and
running community projects
and during the year we worked
with a total of 155 groups
and 45 groups received our
training. There is no shortage of
demand for our services and
we have been able to support
the growth of 25 new groups

as well as working with a
broad range of existing groups.
The Small Group Project has
delivered advice, information
and development support to
a variety of groups, and has
provided intensive support
to groups with older people,
disabled people and mental
health self help groups.
As partners in the East Midlands
Regional ICT Champion
project, we have carried
out 9 ICT healthchecks to
Derbyshire Infrastructure
Organisations, and delivered 6
ICT training workshops across
the East Midlands to over 30
organisations.

...just wanted to let you know that the feedback from the
volunteers, and our cook, who attended the Basic Food Hygiene
Course on Monday has been excellent.
They thought it was very well presented and came back motivated
to make and support the necessary changes in our practices.
Louise Chapman
Blythe House Hospice

The Sustain project continued
its partnership with the
Development Trust Association
and Northampton Enterprise
Solutions with a successful
completion of the Stepping
Up to Enterprise project with its
legacy of valuable resources
and toolkits.
We explored with trustees,
staff and other organisations
the potential advantages of
merger and collaboration with
local infrastructure partners
including Derbyshire Dales
CVS, Rural Action Derbyshire
and the Volunteer Centres.

I am emailing to thank
you for your contribution
to today’s health and
wellbeing sub-group. I
found the session that you
planned and delivered
illuminating, interesting and
very participatory and I’m
sure the other members of
the group did too. ....some
clear and important actions
emerged that will hopefully
help us to protect important
services and partnerships in
Derbyshire Dales and High
Peak.
Thank you once again.
Julie Hirst
NHS Derbyshire County

The ICT healthchecks have
enabled organisations to
streamline their ICT and reduce
IT problems at work whereas
the ICT workshops have
enabled several Voluntary
Infrastructure Organisations to
successfully use Social Media
as a communication tool.

18%18%

74%74%
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We are very
grateful
for
Staff
Costs
£276,962
Staff
Costs
£276,962
all the support that we have
Project
& &
Project
received from
the CVS over
Organisational
Organisational
the past 4Overheads
years,
without
£67,316
Overheads
£67,316
which the Prof
Club
would
fees
& &not have
Prof
fees
Consultancy
£27,881
Consultancy
£27,881
been so successful
Depreciation £5,154

Depreciation £5,154
Kathleen Wharton
Wednesday Luncheon Club
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in High Peak. His media skills
helped us produce a video of
our development work with
small groups for which we
won the runners up position in
the National Tackling Poverty
Award.

Funding has of course been
a prime concern for groups
and we were pleased to be
able to work with the MP’s
Total
Incoming
Total Resources
Total
Incoming
Resources
The community
print service Total
is Spent
Generated
Funds
Generated
Funds
Resources
office to deliver
a
stimulating
Resources
Spent
£133,554
an essential
part
of
the
way
we
£133,554
£345,337
£377,313
£345,337
£377,313
and informative
Funder’s
Fair
Charitable
Activities
can provide low cost practical
Charitable
Activities
event attended
by 70 people.
£211,783
£211,783
39%39% and continues to
support
1%grow.
23%23%
1%
Funding
advice is an essential
Digital
Umbrella
Digital
Umbrella
This year we took on a18%
young
18%
part of our work
and many
£85,475
£85,475
apprentice for 6 months under
groups have achieved
grants
Development
Work
Development
Work
£222,222
the Future Jobs Fund and
thanks
to
the
development
£222,222
58%58%
Strategic
Leadership
James made a really positive
team’s input; for
example,
Strategic
Leadership
& Powerhouse
& Powerhouseon
contribution preparing the
Sustain focuses
especially
£66,553
61%61%
groundwork
for the launch of
funding and was£66,553
instrumental
Governance
Costs
Governance
Costs
the new Youth Arts Network
in assisting High
Peak
Women’s
£3,063
£3,063
Small
Group
Project
Small
Group
Project
Group
Contact
Hours
- 12- 12
Months
Group Contact Hours
Months
64 64

100100

6 6

2 2
23 23
8 8

141141

51 51
4 4

71 71

Mental
Health
Mental
Health
Older
People
Older People
Disability
Disability
General
Health
General
Health

‘...We approached High Peak
CVS - the support given to
High Peak Women’s Aid is
exceptional.
So far we have had three
successful outcomes totalling
more than £150,000 in the
space of 8 months and we
are still waiting to hear
about several other bids.
We really appreciate the
work of CVS.
Pam Whittle
Service Manager
High Peak Women’s Aid

Aid to secure over £150,000
of funding after the loss of
statutory funding.

Analysis
of Services
Accessed
Analysis
of Services
Accessed
1% 1%6% 6%
16%16%

53%53%

Young
People
Young
People
(incl.
sport)
(incl.
sport)
Partners
Partners
Community
Community
LGBT
LGBT

Development
Development
Support
Support
Practical
Practical
Funding
Advice
Funding
Advice
Networking
Networking

24%24%

Training
Training

Environment
Environment
Ethnic
Minority
Ethnic
Minority

Powerhouse
The powerhouse team oversees and manages
the financial accounting and reporting, legal
compliance, HR and policy work, premises
management, membership services, production
of the CVS Newsletter, Annual Report and AGM.

Practical services are also undertaken by the
team which includes room hire, equipment hire
and the ever popular Community Print Service.
During the year, 116 print jobs were performed
for groups, the training room was hired out on 17
occasions, and equipment was hired 65 times.

Just wanted to say ...what a wonderful
service High Peak CVS provides with the
printing. Many thanks. Your printing service
is top notch!

Thank you for your generous contribution to
Padfield Plum Fair. We really appreciated
the loan of a gazebo (marquee size!),
tables, flip chart and display boards.

Hayley Lever
Community Sports Trust

Janis Birchall
Padfield Residents Society

Overheads £67,316
Prof fees &
Consultancy £27,881
Depreciation £5,154
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Financial Review
An objective for 10/11 was
to set Digital Umbrella up
as a separate legal trading
subsidiary, however, due to a
significant reduction in demand
for web sites, the difficult
decision was taken to close
the project. In 10/11 Digital
Umbrella generated £50,957 of
sales income and at the close
of business in February 2011
had made a loss of £28,473.
Despite the losses – financially
and skilled staff, closing Digital
Umbrella has significantly
reduced the financial risk to
High Peak CVS.
Total incoming resources to
the CVS saw a reduction of
20% this year to £345,337 (2010
£433,620), in the main due to
the closure of Digital Umbrella;
with relative expenditure
reducing by 9% to £377,313
(2010 £413,981); which was
subject to redundancy and
restructuring payments.
Activities for Generating funds
(website sales and practical
services such as the community
print service, room rentals,
training and consultancy)
reduced from 39% of all
income in 09/10 to 25% in 10/11.
Following the closure of Digital
Umbrella in February 2011, it
is expected that generated
income will continue to fall;
however relative expenditure
should also decrease.

Thanks for all your support
over the past years, I
really couldn’t have worked
as a youth & community
worker within housing without
CVS support.
You’re all Stars!
Jackie Hay

Total Incoming
Resources
£345,337
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Total Resources
Spent
£377,313

39%

1%

Generated Funds
£133,554
Charitable Activities
£211,783

23%

Digital Umbrella
£85,475

18%

Development Work
£222,222

58%

Strategic Leadership
& Powerhouse
£66,553

61%

Governance Costs
£3,063

Small Group Project

Contact
Hoursof- 12 Months
Analys
Voluntary Group
income
consisting
For a full set of accounts,
core grants from HPBC, DCC,
please contact Gina Spencer
Health
1% 6%
Derbyshire
PCT and Tameside & Mental
at gina@highpeakcvs.org.uk
or
64
100
Older People
Glossop PCT remain consistent
tel 01663 736424.
16%
6
Disability
with the previous year. 2
23
In the previous financial year,
High Peak CVS was funded
8
50141
/ 50 by grants for charitable
51
activities, and generated
funds; this has altered to 61%
4
charitable grants71and 39% from
core grants and generated
income. It is expected that
High Peak CVS will become
more reliant on grants for its
charitable activities in the
coming year.

General Health
Young People
(incl. sport)

Partners
Expenditure
Community
LGBT

7%

24%

1%

Environment
Ethnic Minority

18%

74%

The net value of High Peak CVS
as per Balance Sheet (31/3/11)
is £194,491 (2010 £226,467),
a reduction of 14%.   £155,602
is the value of fixed assets
(premises). It has £14,401 of free
unrestricted reserves.

Staff Costs £276,962
Project &
Organisational
Overheads £67,316
Prof fees &
Consultancy £27,881
Depreciation £5,154

39%
Plans for the Future

We intend to build on our
successes over the previous
years in accordance with
our objectives and through
our existing projects. With the
current economic uncertainty
we are working to ensure we

per Category

Total Incoming
Resources
£345,337

Total Resource
Spent
£377,313
1%
18%

can continue to deliver as
wide a range of services to our
58%
Members within our available
resources.
61%
The

priorities for our three
programme areas over the next
year are:

Small Group Project
Group Contact Hours - 12 Months
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Development Programme
■ Write the report on the PIE (Partnership Impact Evaluation) Project and implement any
findings on how we can improve our services to the groups
■ Develop the Youth Arts Network in partnership with High Peak Community Arts and produce
a major collaborative piece of work
■ Work with Creative Derbyshire to enhance the development support offered to creative industries
■ Expanding the sustainable funding surgeries and fundraising training courses to encourage
an enterprising approach to diversifying income streams and to lead on the planned
Social Enterprise Network
■ Obtaining additional sources of funding for the Development Programme projects to ensure
the sustainability of this key function

Power House
■ Monitor, maintain and plan for different financial and organisational scenarios for the
coming years
■ Continue to ensure we are receiving the most economical rates from suppliers
■ Assist in the development of fundraising strategies and implementation
■ Continue to market and develop the facilities High Peak CVS has to offer, maximising the
potential for income generation via the building by letting or sale

Strategic Leadership
■ Seeking funding to sustain our work into the next financial year and beyond
■ Consider the potential for collaboration and merger in partnership with staff and members
■ Developing a further constructive dialogue with statutory partners about investing in the
community and voluntary sector particularly in the light of reduced funding including
identifying appropriate reference points for the new GP consortia proposed under the
reform of NHS services
■ Developing strategic alliances with key stakeholders and partners and where appropriate
partnership projects

The Team
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Thank you to our funders…

Principal funding sources - Our top four grant funders are:

A full set of accounts can be obtained from Gina Spencer, Office & Finance Manager.
Tel: 01663 736424 email: gina@highpeakcvs.org.uk

High Peak CVS
Community Space,
Unit 1a,
Bingswood Trading Estate,
Whaley Bridge,
High Peak
SK23 7LY

Tel: 01663 735 350
Fax: 01663 733 649
e: hello@highpeakcvs.org.uk
www.highpeakcvs.org.uk

Co No 4600635
Charity No 1096462

